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Already 825,000 TransPRK or SmartSurfACE procedures
SCHWIND is pace-setter for gentle and no touch surface treatments

Kleinostheim, Germany, September 2018

No touch eye laser treatment in one step is becoming increasingly popular among SCHWIND users. With more than 825,000 treatments performed so far, SmartSurfACE, the proprietary TransPRK procedure from SCHWIND, continue to grow rapidly. Using TransPRK or SmartSurfACE, the eye and the cornea are not touched with any instrument. This distinguishes the SCHWIND procedure from other common methods of correcting visual deficiencies. Launched in 2009, the globally-established TransPRK treatment by SCHWIND impresses with unrivalled benefits: the technologically leading SCHWIND AMARIS Excimer laser corrects visual deficiencies gently and in one step, without suction of the eye, flap or incision, and without the use of alcohol. Treatment takes place directly on the upper surface of the cornea. There are no cut or flap complications. This non-invasive method leaves a very stable cornea with highly precise outcomes, and thus provides more safety for the patient. The expertise of eye surgeons using TransPRK is also reflected in scientific journal articles including experiences and clinical outcomes with the no touch eye laser treatment: TransPRK has proven its efficacy in more than 40 peer reviewed publications.

The key advantage of SmartSurfACE is the combination of the proven TransPRK surface ablation method and the revolutionary SCHWIND SmartPulse Technology introduced in 2015. SmartPulse allows the laser pulses to be arranged optimally and positioned more closely than before. This leads to optimum vision quality in the early postoperative phase, and significantly faster healing. As a result, patients experience a “wow” effect in their vision right after the treatment. Clinical outcomes from over
1,000 procedures document the high efficacy of SmartSurf\textsuperscript{ACE}. The innovative surface treatment also impresses with economic efficiency: TransPRK or SmartSurf\textsuperscript{ACE} is easy and time-saving in use. No femtosecond laser is required to perform the no touch eye laser treatment.

**About SCHWIND eye-tech-solutions GmbH**

SCHWIND eye-tech-solutions is the world technology leader in eye lasers for refractive and therapeutic corneal surgery. SCHWIND develops, produce and market a comprehensive product portfolio for the treatment of vision defects and corneal diseases. This includes the innovative AMARIS excimer laser systems, diagnostic systems, and treatment planning tools for a uniquely wide scope of applications. A family company headquartered in Kleinostheim, Germany, SCHWIND employs 130 people. Highly regarded eye surgeons in ophthalmology clinics and hospitals, laser centres, and university hospitals in over 100 countries work with SCHWIND products.
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